
GUSTA

Pergola awning





GUSTA

Brings out the lovely homey 
feeling

The Gusta enriches your outdoor space with a sense of comfort and 

elegance. With its stylish slim design, it brings a cosy and homely feel to 

any terrace, ideal for a sophisticated outdoor experience. 

In addition to adding ambience, the Gusta also excels in functionality. It 

offers natural cooling on hot days and allows you to adjust the amount of 

incoming light as you wish, helping to reduce energy costs and improve 

privacy. This makes the Gusta the ideal choice for those looking for a 

stylish overall solution.



COMFORT

The comfort of the Gusta

The Gusta pergola awning is the total solution that adds strength 

to your outdoor living. If you are looking for a functional and stylish 

awning, the Gusta is the solution for you.

Control light and shade on your terrace

Keeps space cool

Provides protection from the sun

Creates a space with privacy

Cozy feeling

Durable product

Maintenance-friendly

Easy to control





Sunscreen fabric

A pergola awning is not only functional, it also offers the possibility 

to enhance the style of your terrace and garden. With the right type 

of fabric you can create an atmosphere to match your home, garden 

and interior. Do you prefer rustic or modern, plain or striped, bright or 

soft colours? Thanks to the wide selection in fabrics, you can have the 

Gusta completely match your wishes. 

Contribute to KWF Dutch Cancer Society

With a selection from the Tibelly brand’s fabric collection, a 

contribution goes to KWF Dutch Cancer Society. For more information 

about the fabric and the contribution, please visit Tibelly.nl.

Looking for inspiration or some personal advice?

Visit your dealer!



Specifications

The fabric of the Gusta pergola awning is equipped with a zip guide system. This means 

that the fabric is completely enclosed all around, preventing light from shining between 

the fabric and the profile. It also provides extra strengthening, keeping the fabric nice at 

tension.

Pure white (RAL 9010)

Cream (RAL 9001)

Anthracite grey textured (RAL 7016)

Prefer another colour? Ask your dealer for the options.

Control options

Choice of controls: wall switch, remote control or via app.

Popular colours

Width (max.) Projection (max.)

Gusta 6000 mm 5000 mm

Size options




